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W&M
byJoeKormk
copy editor
As the stunned William & Mary tribe of faithful
watched in disbelief, hundreds of JMU fans swarmed
the field Saturday and celebrated one of the most
exciting victories in JMU football history.
When JMU quarterback Eriq Williams lunged over
the William & Mary defense from three yards out for
a two-point conversion with only :31 remaining, an
intense comeback was complete.
JMU overcame a 15-point deficit in under 13
minutes to defeat the 8th-ranked Tribe 29-28 in
Williamsburg. It was JMU's third straight victory
over a nationally-ranked team.
"We talk so much about belief and overcoming
adversity," JMU head coach Rip Scherer said. "I don't
think we could have had more adversity than wc had
out there today."
Following an interception, the gritty determination
of the JMU defense combined with two textbook
drives orchestrated by Williams in the game's final
minutes sent the William & Mary Parents' Day
crowd home unhappy.
Williams, one of two ECAC offensive players of
the week, began the comeback by lofting a 41 -yard
touchdown pass into the waiting arms of senior wide
receiver Dwayne Hayes with a little under eleven
minutes to play. Sophomore Joe Sparksman went up
the middle for the two-point conversion to bring the
Dukes to within seven.
After two straight stands by the JMU defense.
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by Jamie Baskerville
staffwriter
After weeks of parking problems and bus hassles,
relief is in sight for many of JMU's commuter
students.
As of today, there will be additional bus service to
alleviate the overcrowding problems that have been
plaguing the routes most commonly used by
students. And later this week, E-Lot, formerly a
faculty lot that is located across from PC Dukes, will
open temporarily for commuter students.
According to Suzanne Straub, vice president for
administrative affairs, JMU is in the process of
negotiating a new contract with Harrisonburg city
officials to increase the bus service for students.
Although the details regarding new limes and routes
have yet to be decided, the city has allowed JMU the

use of one bus "on good faith" until the contract is
finalized.
This "good faith" bus will serve the area on Port
Republic Road that is commonly known as "The
Hill." This area includes Hunters Ridge
Condominiums, Ashby Crossing, and The
Commons, all of which house hundreds of students.
But this new bus will go directly to the end of the
route, to pick up students sometimes passed over by
buses that are already filled.
"Often, the Route Six bus would fill up at the first
stop in Hunter's Ridge, and it would have to pass the
students waiting at the other stops," said Melody
Maher, coordinator of the Center for Off-Campus
Living.
The Route Six Bus was formerly the only direct
BUS page 2
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bus from ihe Hill area to the Godwin bus stop.
"We will now have two buses to pick up students
in this area," Maher said. "The first will stop at the
first Hunters Ridge bus stop, but the other bus will
go immediately to the middle and end of the route."
Straub attributes the crowding problems to a
sudden unforeseen increase in bus use.
"We have been keeping daily statistics on the
number of students who ride the buses," Straub said,
"and on several days this year, we have surpassed our
highest ridership levels from last year."
"We are averaging from 4,000 to 4,500 students per
day riding the buses," Maher said. "That's an increase
of nearly 1,500 per day from last year.
"Students arc realizing that the bus system has
been tailored to cater to them," Maher said. The
parking shortage also has made students realize that
the bus service is a good option, she said.

U.N. investigators may leave
Iraq requests list of all documents, photos taken by team
The standoff between the United Nations nuclear
four days, sleeping on their bus and living off of
inspection team and Iraqi soldiers ended Friday
meager rations. The team refused to hand over any
night as Iraq agreed to let the inspectors go in
of their documents or photographs gathered during
exchange for a list of the
helicopter inspections of nuclear weapons
yfTTTK.
documents and photos they were
facilities.
taking that detail Iraq's nuclear
The inspection team's findings
weapons programs.
A Return wi" »>c given to the special
The capitulation came after
TO Iraa
commission formed to analyze
President Bush threatened to use
™ Iraq's nuclear capabilities and to
military action against Iraq,
the International Atomic Energy
sending 96 Patriot missiles and
Agency, and their report will be
1,200 U.S. soldiers to Saudi Arabia
™
submitted to the U.N. Security Council
Wednesday.
and the U.N. secretary general, according to
The 44-member inspection team, headed by
yesterday's Washington Post.
David Kay, was held in a Baghdad parking lot for
— Christy Mumford
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Williams and the offense once again look the field
trailing 28-21, with 2:01 remaining.
It was a similar situation to the one Williams
found himself in against William & Mary last year,
when he threw an interception in the game's closing
minutes. This year, the script had a slightly different
ending.
Williams constructed a nine-play, 55-yard drive,
including a fourth-and-ten conversion to Hayes,
culminating in a 30-yard scoring strike to sophomore
David McLeod. According to Schcrcr, McLcod
changed the pattern when he saw the way William &
Mary's defensive backs were playing him.
"He was supposed to run a stop rout, but |McLcod]
made an adjustment and ran a fade," he said. "He ran
by the guy and made a great athletic play."
With JMU trailing by a point, Schcrcr decided to
go for the two-point conversion and said he never had
a second thought about going for the win or the lie.
Williams did the rest. He rolled out looking lor
sophomore tight end Dion Foxx, but when he wasn't
there decided to pull it down and look for the opening.
"It's a roll out with an option to run," Williams
said. "I saw Dion out there, but I didn't think I could

sneak the ball in between the defenders so I just went
up and gave it all I could."
As with last week's game, Williams played much
of the day hampered by a sore groin, but tried not to
let it affect his performance.
"I wasn't going full speed at all," Williams said.
"But I tried to push it as far as I could to give it all
that I had."
Williams enjoyed the most productive offensive
day of his career, completing 14 passes for 307 yards
and four touchdowns.
And following a Tribe score, Williams hit a
streaking McLcod in full stride down the left sideline
for a 72 yard touchdown pass. The pass play was the
longest pass play in Williams' career and the third
longest in JMU history.
The Dukes went up lop all afternoon as Williams
hit receivers on deep routes for the better part of the
day.
According to Schcrcr, Williams was in a lot of
pain, "but ihc kid has a heart as big as this stadium."
Williams wasn't the only one who enjoyed
offensive success. The ground attack was led by
junior tailback Kenny Simms, who rushed for 107
yards, and Hayes had five receptions for 104 yards.

McLcod pulled in six passes for 156 yards, only 19
yards shy of a team record.
"We just felt that our wide receivers could get
behind [their defensive backs]," Williams said. "We
look advantage of that on certain plays."
Bui ihc Dukes spuuercd offensively before putting
it together in the fourth quarter. JMU turned the ball
over four times but managed to weather the storm.
"We were not a good football team for a good part
of thai game," Scherer said. "We turned the ball over
twice in the running game and that will kill you."
"Wc got lucky today, we lost the turnover battle
and won the game. That's unusual."
The defense, lead by a game-high 19 tackles by
senior linebacker Shannon Vissman, shut down the
high powered William & Mary offense to keep JMU
close in the second half.
"Coach Schcrer's confidence radiates down through
ihc learn and wc absorb that," Vissman said. "It fires
everyone up and we know we can come back and play
with anybody."
Scherer said, "Wc beat a good football team today
and wc did it because we hung in there and kept
fighting. The only thing that counts is that [the
scoreboard! says 29-28, and that's the bottom line."
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Speakers discuss women's humor, TV
Professor provides an insight into
women's place in American humor
by Shannon Skurdal
staffwriter

SAliY SAWERS/THE BREEZE

Humor is not safe for women
because traditionally, women arc not
supposed to be funny, an Arts and
Sciences Symposium speaker said
Wednesday.
Dr. Nancy Walker, associate
professor of English at Vanderbilt
University, gave students insight into
women's humor in American culture.
"Women's humor is a serious matter
because it exposes and protects the
conditions in women's lives in a way
that has not been understood until very
recently," Walker said.

Wfomen's humor has been routinely
ignored throughout history due to the
fact that "we are still talking in terms
of a frontier tradition in American
humor that was overwhelmingly
masculine.
"We've all been given a partial
picture sustained by authorities and
taught in classrooms year after year,"
Walker said. "While scholars were busy
establishing traditional American
humor, a quite separate tradition was
being routinely ignored."
She said that the tradition fell in
line with the tendency to undervalue
WALKER page 6

Dr. Nancy Walker talks with senior Katy Branson.

JMU grad warms up Cheers audience
by RobToomer
staffwriter
Getting laughs isn't easy, a 1982
JMU graduate who does warm-ups for
TV sitcoms said Thursday at the Arts
and Sciences Symposium.
Mark Legan graduated with a degree
in Communications Arts and set off to
pursue an acting career. He got into
comedy as a stand-up comedian six
years ago and has since been a writer,
an emcee at comedy clubs, and a warmup comedian for TV sitcoms.

Each level of comedy has provided
Legan with unique challenges, he said.
As the warm-up comedian for
"Cheers," it is Legan's task to get 300
audience members in the mood,
energizing them and letting them know
what's going on. The filming can take
two to three hours, and during any
breaks he has to get up and keep the
audience interested. Although it can be
a thankless job, it is an integral part
of how the show goes that evening, he
said.
LEGAN page 6
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Mark Legan

JMU faculty senate feels 'powerless'
by Laurie Frankel
faculty senate reporter
The JMU faculty senate discussed their feeling
of "powerlessness" at JMU and the effect of the
proposed new College of Integrated Science and
Technology with Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice
president of academic affairs, at the faculty senate
meeting Thursday.
Dr. Elizabeth Ihle, professor of secondary
education, said that serving on the Faculty Senate
has become "more of a duty and a burden than a
responsibility."
Responsibility is often forced upon the newest
faculty member or rotated around the department
year after year, Ihle said.
J. Gerald Minskoff, professor of special

education said, "There's a feeling that it doesn't
matter what we say, a feeling of powerlessness."
In response, Oberst said someone from the
academic affairs office would attend every faculty

want, through this year, to build bridges between
and across the existing five colleges and the new
college," she said.
Oberst said she has begun to make visits to
every department. She said she wants to give
faculty and staff the opportunity to "present
issues, opportunities, and concerns and so that 1
can see you on your own turf ... If I don't know
you at a fair depth, I don't know this university."
Also at the meeting, faculty discussed progress
in graduate studies, assessment testing, and
international programs.

senate meeting.
Oberst also discussed her concern for the effect
of the new college on the existing colleges. "I

Plans for the next meeting include discussing
Phi Beta Kappa reapplication and the issue of
when students must declare a major.
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Hunters Ridge Condominiunis and
Townhmisos for Sale or Rent
Stop by our Open House on Parents' Wfeekend, Saturday and Sunday
October 5th and 6th fiom 10 am to 4 pm and see why so many students
and parents choose Hunters Ridge as their #1 off-campus housing community.
Your family can make a profit everyday by owning a
Hunters Ridge uniti Stop by and visit our on-site office
located at 715 Pert Republic Road Or call us toll-fiee
|
1-800-5684558 for furtrter infonTHtioa
JL_
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Get snaked at Hank's
Wild Boar, Alligator, Buffalo,
Rattlesnake, Venison, Rabbit
We're offering you some wild game meats in addition to
our regular menu. No endangered species here; all of them
government inspected. And they're available only for a
limited time.
Game meats are leaner and more strongly flavored than
farm-raised meats. They have to be slow-cooked to tenderize
and so their full flavor will develop. How do they taste? Not
sure we can answer that. How does beef taste? Or pork?
Hard to say exactly. You have to try it to know.
Wild Boar- a full flavor best set off with fruit, and that's how
we serve it, with good Shenandoah Valley apples and rich
gravy.
Alligator- has a surprisingly mild flavor for such a mean
cuss. Slow-smoked chunks of meat in a Florida orange
flavored sauce.
Buffalo- the reddest red meat, like beef, only more. Served
with a red whiskey sauce. The original prairie barbecue.
Rattlesnake- lots of bones but tasty. Simmered in a broth,
slow-smoked and served with a Southwestern-style cactus
fruit sauce.
Venison- marinated, basted while smoking, then served with
a classic hunter's sauce with blackcurrants and juniper
berries.
Rabbit-the smoothest tasting wild meat. Smoked and basted
with a lightly spicy glaze.
Well even give you a certificate with your name, the date
and what you ordered - good for framing. - to prove you had
unusual wild game meat.
Are you game for an adventure? Your choice of any wild
game platter -$12.95. But, when they're gone, if s over.
Don't miss your chance.

Hank's Hunting Season Wild Game Festival
Only at Hank's Barbeque at the Cloverleaf Shopping
Center, Tuesday through Sunday from 5 pm until closing.
From now until we run out. Git it while the gittin's good.

See You at Hank's
Come Hungry

"HAKKDS AQGDSTOS-
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Buy 1 get 1 FREEj
PorkBBQ '
Sandwich
*
until October 31

The New Hank's Barbeque
Cloverleaf Shopping Center

433-3488
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The Commons paper tries to promote
communication during changing times

College may start
a pilot program

significant increase." The new budget for the paper is
$11,200.

by Robert Butler
staffwriter
When students and faculty picked up a copy of
The Commons the first week of school, they may
have thought JMU had yet another new newspaper.
But The Commons is a revised, updated version of
the faculty/staff-oriented newspaper, the JMU News.
With its new look, it also has a new purpose — to
keep the channels of communication open at JMU
during increasingly rapid changes.
During the administrative council retreat this past
summer that focused on change at JMU, Dr. Carol
Kefalas, assistant vice president for university
advancement and director of university relations, said
she saw a need for increased communication.
Along with others in the Office of University
Relations, Kefalas decided the JMU News needed a
new focus and design to keep up with the changing
JMU environment.
The Commons' updated look caused only a small
increase in cost, Kefalas said. Kefalas said the amount
of funds it took to make the change "is not a

Kefalas said the name The Commons "brings to
mind the idea of meeting together and exchanging
ideas."
The Commons also will try to provide news not
only to the faculty and staff, but to students. The
Commons will frequently be running an issue
stressing student topics, and students will help write
it.
In order to help convey its new direction. The
Commons has taken a new look. Kefalas said it is
printed on slightly higher quality paper than JMU
News. She said the paper is more pleasing to the eye
and more durable.
The staff has also employed an Apple Macintosh
computer to come up with an eye-catching logo and
color printing. The paper is put together in the JMU
Office of Publications and is then sent to an
independent printer to produce its weekly 3,(X)()
issues, Kefalas said.

by Laurie Frankel
staffwriter
JMU's planned College of Integrated Science
and Technology may start a pilot program as early
as next year, said Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice
president of academic affairs.
The college, formerly known as the College of
Applied Science and Technology, will not
construct academic buildings until the university
receives more funds. But when it is completed, it
will enroll about 3,000 students.
These funds may come from education bonds
sold by the state of Virginia. The state will not
decide whether it will issue those bonds until
January. If the state agrees to the bonds, the issue
still must be approved by voters through a
referendum next March, said Dr. Linwood Rose,
JMU's senior vice president.
The pilot program, he said, will encompass only
about fifty students and existing faculty memhers,
and thus will not need additional funds.

Bus

CONTINUED from page 2

The bus service contract should be completed
within two weeks, according to Straub, and will
probably focus on the Port Republic Road area.
For those students who still prefer driving to

Monday

Tuesday

campus, there will soon be more parking for
commuters — but only temporarily. E-lot, which
contains 112 parking spaces, will be open to
commuter students later this week, but will close
upon the beginning of construction on the Warren
Campus Center.

According to Straub, after E-lol closes, commuter
parking lots will remain as they arc now, and no
additional lots will be opened. When the construction
is finished, Straub added, E-lol will resume its status
as a faculty lot.

OcfoH er
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

ZTDavid

30^

Van Derveer

Movie:
Boy/, in the
Hood
7 & 9:30 p.m.

Commons, 12 p.m
Riptide - 12:30
Highlands, WCC
Movie:
Boy z In the Hood
7 p.m.

Movie:
Flash Gordon
7 & 9:30 p.m.

Movie:
Robin Hood
7 & 9:30 p.m.

Saturday

m

Sunday

Parents' Weekend
Movie:
Movie:
Robin Hood
The
7 & 9:30 p.m.
Magnificent
Christopher
Ambersons
Hollyday,
8:30 p.m.

All movies are in Grafton-Stovall. Admission: $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out Sunday Movies: Admission: FREE
The 7 p.m. show of BOYZ IN THE HOOD will be followed by a discussion session.

Don't Forget!!!
Riptide every Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. in the Highlands Room, WCC. Come and talk with JMU Football
Coach Rip Scherer!!!
Parents' Weekend Pops Concert with Christopher Hollyday, October 5 at 8:30 p.m. in the Convocation
Center. Tickets $8.50.
Coming Soon . . . October 14 - Eugene "Mercury" Morris will speak about his career and problems with
drugs. 8 p.m. in the PC Ballroom.

UPB Hotline x6504
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Museum spotlights local
black history with exhibit
by Shauna Miller
staffwriter
Lost history doesn't have to go unappreciated
forever, and the Harrisonburg Historical Society
proves this with "Undocumented Deeds," an exhibit at
the Warrcn-Sipcs Museum at 301 South Main Street.
The exhibit features the once obscure contributions of
Harrisonburg's black community.
The presentation breaks new ground in a museum
nationally known for its Civil War confederacy
showcases. Dale Harlcr, the museum director, thinks
the time has come to put a spotlight on the area's
black population.
"There's a lot of black history to be found in
Harrisonburg," he said. "Now's the lime to get people
interested in it."
Hartcr, a 1990 JMU graduate, became interested in
the black community after discovering the museum
rarely had black visitors. He decided to go out into the
community in search of the black history that had
been left behind. And he found it in old family
photographs, unpublished biographies and the
memories of older people.
"So much history look place without the
recognition it deserved," he said. "For example, Lucy
Simms was a colleague of Booker T. Washington and
became Harrisonburg's first black teacher. Few people
know that."
Hartcr asked families to loan relics of their past to
the museum for this special exhibit. Several
showcases have also been set up featuring
contemporary prominent black figures in
Harrisonburg. "The exhibit will grow with the

{{<<<«»■
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Gordon Miller speaks on genealogical
research Saturday afternoon.

Campus police reported the following:
Perverted Act:
• A white male in his 30's with red, curly hair,
possibly a moustache and wearing stone-wash
jeans, a white button-down shirt, white tennis
shoes with a dark blue trim ring around the sole
and body ornamentation allegedly exposed himself
to a student in a men's restroom in the Warren
Campus Center at 12:44 p.m. Sept. 25.
Grand Larceny
• A 14-karat double-rope style gold necklace that
reportedly was left in a (acuity office desk drawer
in Godwin Hall apparently was stolen sometime
between 1:45 a.m. Sept. 25 and 12:15 p.m. Sept.
26.

Petty Larceny
• Two males were reported to have stolen a
"one-way" sign on Alumnae Drive at V lot at 12:10
a.m. Sept. 25.
• A black book bag containing math, English and
library books apparently was stolen from the
Bridgeforth Stadium training room sometime
between 4 and 4:30 p.m. Sept. 19.
The book bag is valued at $45 and the books at
$70.
Destruction of Personal Property
• One half of a T-top was broken off a vehicle

the art of women and minorities, and the fact that
women were not supposed to be funny. This was
brought back to the fact that women had no status
unless they were attached to men.
'Traditionally, humor has been regarded as a
relatively safe way to express frustration, anger and
protest," Walker said. "It is one of the ways we
maintain our sanity." But, this idea did not seem to
extend to women, she said.
This could be explained by the information thai
"humor isn't submissive, it is a declaration. It comes
from the intellect rather than from the emotions. In
short, it isn't lady-like."
Walker said that these ideas continue today,
although the field is definitely opening up, as
displayed by the fact that one-third of all stand-up
comics today are women.
Interviews with female stand-up comedians suggest
that humor coming from a male perspective would be
assertive, while humor coming from a female
perspective would be considered "aggressive,
improper, or hostile," Walker said.

"Traditionally, humor has been
regarded as a relatively safe
way to express frustration,
anger and protest."
Dr. Nancy Walker

support of the community," Harter said.

To add to the exhibit, Gordon Miller, JMU's
information services librarian, spoke Saturday about
the obstacles black people face when researching their
family tree.
And Oct. 12 at 3 p.m.. Dr. Elizabeth Ihlc, JMU's
affirmative action officer, will speak on "Blacks'
Education in Virginia: An Historical Approach."

Policelo?
by Dave Fields
police reporter

Walker.

CONTINUED from page 3

parked in X-lot sometime between 12:01 and 1
a.m. Sept. 26 in what police believe to have been
an apparent break-in attempt.
• The windshield was damaged on a vehicle
parked in Y-lot sometime between 4:15 and 8:15
p.m. Sept. 26.

Recovered Property
• A portable stereo, a set of speakers, a power
amplifier and a car phone were recovered from an
individual near the Hillcrest House annex at 1:12
a.m. Sept. 26. The items were discovered to have
been stolen earlier in the evening from a vehicle
parked in lower E-lot.
According to police, officers were unable to
apprehend the individual due to his distance from
the items and the inaccessibility of the area by a
patrol cruiser.
Trespass Notice Served
• A 43-year-old white male non-student was
served with a trespass notice in Hanson Hall at
11:33 p.m. Sept. 25.
A trespass notice is merely a warning to the
individual of trespassing and involves no charges.
Removal and Switch of License Plates
• The license plates on vehicles parked in J lot
apparently were switched by an unknown person
at about 12:30 p.m. Sept. 25.

Drunk in public charges since Aug. 24: 44

Walker said women and men have access to the
same traditional modes of comic relief. "But what
women have not had equal access to is the experience
and location that most men do."
Women's humor concerns itself with everyday life,
like that of men. But those lives have been different.
"Women's humor has been, in the largest sense of
the term, domestic," Walker said. It deals with such
topics as housekeeping, children, relationships with
men, social activities, dieting, fashions, and the war
between the sexes.
Women writers have settled into obscurity because
"it is relatively simple if you are an anthologist or an
editor to suppress, or ignore, or forget what you don't
believe is legitimately there in the first place," Walker
said.
"It begins to make to me more and more sense that
women would have voiced their protests in the
subversive form of humor," Walker said.

Legan
CONTINUED from page 3

He described stand-up as the "ultimate solo
experience." A comic is alone to face an audience
with the attitude, '"Go ahead, make us laugh. I dare
you,'" Legan said.
Writing comedy for television is also difficult, he
said, but people quickly discover if they are suited for
comedy writing. "It can be very draining having to
come up with material instantly at the whim of the
producers," he said, and having to constantly meet
deadlines has caused many writers to burnout and quit.
As an emcee, Legan said he gets an audience when
they've just been seated and are still unresponsive.
Good comics are willing to take risks, he said. "It
is easy to get lazy and rely on the same 20 minutes of
material at every performance," he said. "Good
comics try new stuff."
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Fbcus
JMU's CCM combines friendship, faith
by Marie Buntua
stqffwriter
According
to members,
friendship
and faith are
elements that
make JMU's
Catholic
Campus
Ministry so
popular.
According to Mike Farabaugh,
CCM's Student Campus Minister,
CCM is the largest religious
organization on campus. And the
number of members always is
growing.
Farabaugh said that last year,
approximately 27 percent of the school
was recognized as Catholic, and those
numbers are actualized each week as
hundreds of students attend the CCM
Masses.

About 40 people attend Mass at S
p.m. Saturday, while about 350 people
attend the 11 a.m. Mass Sunday,
Farabaugh said. CCM Campus
Minister Father John Grace estimates
250-300 people auend the 5 p.m. Mass
on Sunday.
Some students are amazed at the
number of students who attend Mass.
"I was surprised that Grafton-Stovall
was almost filled," junior Matthew
Carpenter said. "I didn't realize that
there were that many churchgoers."
But students who attend Mass said
they do not find the size of CCM
intimidating. "Even though there's a
lot of people, you still feel like you're
close to everybody," said junior
Maureen McGovern. "You don't have
to do anything special to belong."
Farabaugh said, "CCM is a
community open to anyone willing to
respect one another." Farabaugh deals
with CCM's public relations and helps
with Mass.

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Many students attend CCM-sponsored Catholic Masses.
According to Maura Gregory,
CCM's assistant student campus
minister, the Catholic organization is a
"group of people who come together
not only in friendship but in faith."

CCM is "open to all types of
people . . . Everyone has different
levels of faith and different interests,
CCM page 8

Methodist campus minister defies gender stereotypes
by Nicole Motley
stqffwriter
United Methodist Rev. Jeanne Finley has worked
hard to overcome the stigma attached to being a
female in the clergy.
"We were not taken seriously until we were taken
into the church, where we proved ourselves as good a
preacher as a clergyman," she said.

Rev. Finley came to JMU in 1983, and since then
she has worked closely with JMU students in a
setting somewhat different from a church.
"As campus minister, I try to lift up personal
values," she said. "I want you to realize you are
lovable, important, and possess worth as a person no
matter what your GPA is."
In 1983 Finley was appointed as a JMU campus
minister by the Wesley Foundation, a United
Methodist organization committed to Christian
growth.
Even though she is not officially employed by
JMU, Finley is very involved with Madison students.
The foundation sponsors various activities such as
homeless projects, Bible and book studies. New Life
Singers and the worship service for Parents' Weekend.

%M^
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Rev. Jeanne Finley
Finley said she spends 90 percent of her time
conducting these activities and counseling students.
But Fin ley's journey has not been easy.
Because full United Methodist clergy rights were
not bestowed upon women until 1958, females were
basically non-existent in the field of ministry.
For this reason, Finley had no female role models
to admire or to influence her to enter the ministry.
This made entering the male-dominated profession
particularly difficult
She felt her calling to be part of the clergy while

she was in high school but "never acted upon it
because women were not accepted in field," Finley
said. She decided to pursue a career as a college
English professor, which showed her the increasing
power of women in die workplace.
Gaining confidence in her abilities, Finley went on
to serve as co-pastor of six churches in the
Christiansburg and Blacksburg areas before coming to
JMU eight years ago.
Finley had to "prove herself" because she believes
the majority of the public views a male as being
closer to the image of God, and that women infringe
upon that relationship.
"Females have always been associated with
sexuality; therefore, it would be unholy 10 allow a
woman into the church," she said.
But Finley believes that women can offer an equal,
if not more gratifying, sermon and service than a
clergyman.
She said she thinks women clergy share equally
with the congregation, while men are more of an
authority figure.
And clcrgywomcn preach through personal
experiences which relate to the sermon topic and
scripture, Finley said.
"Even though males and females are very different
in the way they administer the total ministry, women
seem to be very accepted and respected in churches
once given the chance," she said.
Even after enduring the challenges of being a
woman in a predominantly male field, Finley
adamantly said, "Yes, I would do it all over again,
even though it was very challenging!"
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CROSSING

CCM
CONTINUED/rompfls<?7
but faith binds us," she said.

Students don't have to be Catholic
to attend Mass.
Grace said that CCM is a "ministry
of the church for the benefit and
spiritual growth of primarily Catholic
students here at JMU. CCM is also a
place where students can come together
to share and learn from one another."

BRAND NAME &
CATALOGUE CLOTHING

is 50% OFF

Gregory described CCM as "a
variety of people whose involvement
in school ranges from being members
of sororities and fraternities to playing
on JMU athletic teams.

THE CATALOGUE PRICE
QUALITY CLOTHING
FOR MEN
FOR WOMEN

"CCM includes everybody," Gregory
said. "It is a place where you arc
accepted for who you arc. It is special
to everyone. You don't need to have an
act. You only have to be yourself."

AT HALF THE PRICE.
OR BETTER

CCM was started by and is
supported by the Catholic Diocese of
Richmond. JMU's branch of CCM
began as an outreach of Blessed
Sacrament of Harrisonburg and moved
10 what was then called Madison
College.
Grace attributes the structure of
CCM to the first full-time Campus
Minister, Father Bill LaFratta. Grace
is just starling his third year as CCM's
priest. Before coming to JMU, Grace
worked in a parish for ten years and
then served as a pastor in Lynchburg.
While in Lynchburg, Grace met
individuals who claimed experiences
in college as an important period in
their lives. He has incorporated those
individuals' religious transitions into
his own ministering style.
"Many people in college move from
a faith given to them as children to a
faith of their own as a young adult,"
Grace said. "If I can help people in that
journey, I really want to."
CCM attempts to provide
opportunities for people to experience
their faith in many different ways.
Spiritual and personal renewal can be
found in "Bible studies, retreats, and
prayer experiences," said Grace.

NEXT TO KROGEI
1790 E. MARKET ST.
• 432-0289 •

RARR-EE STATION!
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IF I ONLY
HAD A
BRAIN.

Dart...

EDUCATION
MACHINE .
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An anonymous dart flies at people who sit
out in the commons, microphone in hand,
and badger people for money. Of course,
this was all done in "good fun" but just
remember not everyone has the same
toleration for "fun.' Don't worry — we
won't mention any names.

Pat...
Due to a sharp decrease in Darts and Pats
submissions we have been forced to pat the
weather again. The weather this weekend
ended a string of gray days — a little
meteorological variety is always nice. Yeah
right, please send in more Darts and Pats.

Dart...
A contradictory dart flies at whoever
confused the times for faculty parking lots
to open for students. The handbook says lots
open at 4 p.m. but the signs say 5 p.m.
Someone called The Breeze with this dart
and has already received a ticket because of
this discrepancy. Someone needs to fix the
typo in the handbook or repaint the sign.

Pat...
A photogenic pat to the photographers
who nave agreed to photograph the entire
student body for the yearbook — or at least
the students who sign up.

Dart...
But an annoyed dart flies at the same
photographers who, even though they're just
doing their job, make you feel like a
complete idiot by placing you in the most
unnatural poses and then saying, "Yeah,
that's the one. You look marvelous."

Pat...
A victorious pat to the football team for
putting William and Mary under. Close
game, but like they always say, "It ain't over
n\ it's over."

JmsMrtcnlMen*

editor WENDY WARREN
managing editorDAVE SCHLECK
opinion editor JOELLANGUEY
asst. opinion ediiorHEXTHER E. CNBL
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AIDS testing not the cure
With the recent Capitol Hill appearance of
Kimberly Bergalis, a Florida woman who contracted
the AIDS virus from her dentist, the debate over
mandatory HIV testing for health-care workers has
been set ablaze.
The legislation Bergalis pleaded for has divided
people along surprisingly hazy lines. One might
expect anyone with the disease to show their full
support for Bergalis, but some AIDS patients are
demonstrating a more long term vision. David Barr,
a New York AIDS patient, said that, while he shared
Kimberly's anger, "We're all innocent victims." He
went on to state that research and treatment were the
answer, not testing.
However, those in favor of testing argue that
people seeking medical treatment have the right to
know if they could possibly be infected by their
physicians. While this seems logical, it fails to

consider the civil rights of the physician. Anyone
who denies that HIV-infecied physicians would be
discriminated against is sorely mistaken. The short
sightedness of those in favor of HIV testing for
health-care workers stems from fear. Victims of
AIDS, patient or physician, are in need of society's
help, not its alienation.
Considering the medical fact that AIDS has a
potential dormancy stage of up to ten years, where
even test results are negative, the stress being placed
on HIV testing is only diverting attention from the
real problem at hand: a presently incurable disease
desperately in need of a cure.
Testing health-care workers could cost up to SI.5
billion a year. Couldn't this money — not to mention
all the time it would consume — be put toward
AIDS research? The false sense of security generated
by HIV testing should be avoided at all costs.

Carrier forum: our chance
This is our chance.
JMU President Ronald Carrier has agreed to speak
at an Oct. 29 SGA meeting, and agreed to answer
questions submitted to him in advance. This is what
students — and the editorial pages of The Breeze —
have been calling for regularly, and this is our shot at
one-on-one communication.
It's true that Carrier has asked for questions in
advance. But this is only fair, as long as that extra
time is used for research, and not the preparation of
pat answers. With our state government cutting
JMU's budget until only a skeleton of academic
programs are left. Carrier has had to put lobbying for
more money on top of his list of priorities. If he
really needs research time, we should give it to him.
But even with questions requested in advance, we
can use this session to answer some serious
problems. Don't be afraid to ask for more

information on the battle between books and bricks.
Don't be afraid to ask for more information on our
faculty's severe pay and workload crisis. And don't
be afraid to ask Carrier why questions about
renovations to his home, Oakvicw, linger.
These are tough issues. But there is nothing amiss
with questions, if they are phrased considerately,
intelligently and without personal attacks.
Get the questions in on time to your senator, too —
we don't want a repeat of last semester, when
students begged for a forum and then didn't hand in
enough questions to be addressed.
This is it, JMU — a chance for student voices to
go directly to our president's ear. And that's a rare
opportunity on any campus. Let's make sure that
these questions are addressed by treating this forum
seriously — nothing should stand in the way of open
communication.
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Letters to the Editor
How to get your picture in the
Bluestone: just have it taken
To the editor:
Til the season to be . . . photographed! Last year the
"Bluestone," JMU's yearbook, contained more senior
portraits than underclassmen portraits. Though senior
portraits are over, the 9,000 underclassmen at JMU still
have a shot at their place in the yearbook.
Everyone wants to be in the yearbook, and this is a
sure-fire way for you to do it. When I tell people of my
association with the "Bluestone," they immediately ask
me to "make sure their picture is in." My response is, "Get
your picture taken!" By being photographed, you are
definitely in the yearbook.
To secure your spot, come to the Anthony-Seeger
student media center starting Sept. 30 and running through
Oct. 11. Photographers will be in Monday thru Friday from
9 a.m. to noon and from 1-5 p.m. Sign-up lists will be
posted by the Anthony-Seeger student media center
throughout the week so that you may sign-up for a sitting
convenient to you. Then bring a S5 sitting fee and your
smiling face to your appointment and we will show your
true colors in the yearbook.
Dawn Terminella
senior
public relations
co-photography editor of the "Bluestone"

The Breeze finally recognizing
achievement of women teams
To the editor:
Men! Men! Men! It is about time The Breeze started to
recognize Women! Women! Women!
I 'm impressed to see that the recent sport sections have
been equally divided between men's and women's teams.
I think JMU places too little emphasis on our women's

teams. In the past, a great deal of that lack of responsibility
was due to The Breeze. It's a shame to note that an
unacceptable amount of students and faculty are unaware
of our impressive women's sports program. Very few
schools are honored to stale that several of their women's
teams are the best in the country. Fortunately, JMU is able
to boast that we are ranked 16th in the nation in women's
basketball, 13th in the nation in women's soccer, and 12th
in the nation in women's lacrosse. These achievements
deserve much more publicity than just a blurb on the back
page of the sports section, because in my opinion these
women have earned recognition and a congratulations.
Keep up the good work women ... and The Breeze.
Troyhann Santos
sophomore
human communication
member of women's lacrosse team

President of NAACP 'cordially
invites' all to attend meeting
To the editor:
School has been in session for approximately one
month now. In this month, people have gotten a chance to
look into various organizations and decide in which ones
they are going to become active. There is one organization
I urge you all to look into: The National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). By
becoming an active member of the NAACP, one gets all of
the benefits of both worlds.
On one hand, members enjoy the social aspect of other
organizations by meeting new people and attending
various social activities. Members are also able to
participate in a service capacity, receiving the satisfaction
of knowing that they have helped others, thereby helping
themselves in the process.
The NAACP will hold its second General Body meeting
on Tuesday, Oct. 1 in the Tidewater Room of the Warren

Campus Center at 7 p.m. All are cordially invited. I
anxiously await seeing new faces and old members.
If anyone has any questions before the meeting, please
feel free to call me at 568-5059.
Michelle Cunegin
senior
English
President, NAACP

Student asks 'just in case'
people to show consideration
To the editor:
Excuse me, I have a problem here. For some reason I
can only register for eight hours, nothing I need is open.
Wait till ADD/DROP. All those people who registered
for 19 hours will probably drop a class or two. They might
drop one you need.
Oh. OK. (WRONG. WRONG, WRONG)
By limiting the number of hours a student can pre
register for, the preregistration process can only be
enhanced. You might actually get a class you need before
your senior year.
How many seniors are taking general studies classes
because they couldn't get them before? I am.
Instead of registering for a class because you might
want to take it, why not talk to friends who've already
taken the class. You could even sit in on a class you are
thinking of taking before selfishly registering for a class
and later deciding it's not the right one.
You need 128 hours to graduate. If you take 16 hours a
semester that should do it, but there are all kinds of
combinations to get your degree. I'm just asking for a little
consideration for your fellow students who could possibly
use that extra course you signed up for "just in case."
William E. Kendrkk
senior
art
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Lifestyles
Freshman Follies
Adjusting to new life at Madison proves a difficult task
by Lynne Wolf
staffwriter
Confusion, orientation, sadness,
elation and bewilderment are just a
few of the words that characterize the
first weeks in the college lives of most
freshmen. The pressure to study, make
friends, find something to do on the
weekends and cope with the new dayto-day living environment have taken
a toll on the adjustment skills of firstyear students.
"Suddenly finding yourself thrown
into a whole new situation really came
as a shock at first," said Kelly Heiges,
who lives in Ikenberry Hall.
Freshmen often find themselves
thrown into this new experience
without the guidance and nagging they
are so used to. "It's hard to get out of
bed when there's not someone waking
you up for your eight o'clock classes,''
said Brian Chapiow of Garber.
In addition to coping with a new
living environment, college classes
have caught many unwary students by
surprise. Lisa Cartenuto, a Weaver
Hall resident, found herself surprised
by the difficulty of her chemistry
class.
"I thought that I had covered
everything in high school. I guess not,
because I am completely lost!" A
faster pace, more reading, more
homework and bigger class sizes are
the leading differences observed
within the classroom.
Tamara Barnes of Weaver Hall is
discovering that grades change
between high school and college as
well.
"When I saw that my first college
grade was an 'F', I couldn't believe it.
I had never gotten below a 'C in high
school."
Sophomore John Daub, a resident
advisor at Eagle Hall, addressed the
freshmen schoolwork problem.
"Most freshmen seem to have a
difficult time realizing that, unlike
high school, they made the choice to
attend school. The fact that they are
here for an education and not to party
has not quite hit them yet."
Besides dealing with the academics
of college life, freshmen have
encountered some common newcomer
blunders. Getting lost walking to
class, walking into the wrong room,
asking dumb questions and dealing

ANDY SAFFRON /THE BREEZE

with the Harrisonburg bus system for
the first time are among just a few.
Jenn Osborne discovered a rather
unique way to embarrass herself in her
new environment. 'Tumbling down
the staircase in front of D-Hall was
definitely the most mortifying thing

that happened to me the first week of
school. Luckily, only a couple
hundred upperclassmen were
watching!"
Very few freshmen admit to being
homesick, although many professed
missing a girlfriend or boyfriend.

Scott Tenlcy, a resident of Eagle Hall,
speaks incessantly about his absentee
counterpart.
"Life here just isn't complete
without her," Tenlcy sighed
despondently.
For others, freedom from a
girlfriend or boyfriend has opened
doors to new and exciting
relationships.
Ikenberry resident Anthony Matos
said, "Seeing other people at school
was just something I had to do, and it
has worked out great so far!"
Initial impressions of JMU have
resulted in answers ranging from the
poignant "It's friendly," to the more
cynical, but truthful, "I want to get out
of here." A majority of freshmen,
however, seem generally comfortable
with JMU.
"I feel that I made the best decision
I could have when I chose to come
here," said Robyn Sclar of Ikenberry.

Freshman adapts music to first days at JMU
It was Saturday, Aug. 24 — a
day of judgment, a day for fear. On
this date JMU's freshman class of
1995 (give or take a few years)
moved into their living quarters for
the coming year. There's
something about the first day of
college that can scare a freshman,
like myself, into becoming an
instant introvert.
I associated my entire first week
as a college freshman with music.
For example, while moving in I
seemed to hear Foreigner
somewhere off in the distance
singing, "Feels Like the First
Time." I figured at least the song
would break up some of the first
day's nervous silence. It could be
silence due to concerns about
living with someone who likes to
lie on roommate questionnaires, or
silence from worrying about
having to take a space management
class to fit everything in those
small dorm rooms.
The first glance at your room —
you are happy to see the amount of
space available. But it's misleading
considering you've yet to unpack,
and the desks haven't arrived. Who
needs desks if you don't have

homework yet, right?
This brings us to Tuesday the
27th, the first day of classes. While
aimlessly wandering around that
day, I seemed to hear U2 in the
background screaming," I Still
Haven't Found What I'm Looking
For." AH that confusion is over

COMMENTARY
-Brett Sabin
now. After studying the quadrants
of the campus map and marking
the number of paces to each class,
I now hum to the beat of the
Who's, "I Won't Get Fooled
Again," as I walk to class.
This commentary wouldn't be
entirely fresh until discussing the
mailbox phenomena. There are
students who could log a credit
hour for their time spent at the
mailboxes. I alone have considered
setting up a pup tent outside the
mail room. I often mistake campus
mail, or mail which has been sent
back to me because of insufficient
zip, as mail of my own. This can

lead to a letdown of suicidal
potential. Just to feel better,
sometimes I enter the bookstore,
grab the first thing I find and use
my Flex account just for the cheap
thrill.
Speaking of thrills, homework
still has not produced all that
many. There are times when Styx
reminds me that I have, "Too
Much Time on my Hands," until I
hear Tom Petly's, "Runnin' Down
a Dream." Then I realize it's all
about time management. The
liberal studies will broaden my
horizons, and hopefully might
lead me out of the undeclared
major zone and into something just
a little more specific.
In the beginning college was
hard because I constantly heard
Led Zeppelin in the back of my
head reminding me that home
is,"Over the Hills and Far Away."
Up to this point, I've been on an
emotional roller coaster ride, but
the ride is only going to get better.
I'm sure when the coaster stops, all
freshmen will look back and, with
the musical accompaniment of
Billy Joel, reflect on college as the
"Times to Remember."
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Alabama!
They're still playing some 'Mountain Music'
by Laura L Hutchison
focus on.. .editor
Alabama came out singing "Here we arc, once
again," and by the end of the concert, the crowd was
hoping the group would return again — soon.
Alabama, the Academy of Country Music's Artist
of the Decade for the 1980s, played Friday night to a
packed crowd at the Convo.

The country rock group led into "If You're Gonna
Play in Texas (You Gotta Have a Fiddle in the Band),"
with lead singer Randy Owen changing the lyrics to
"If you're gonna play here in Virginia."
Screaming their approval, the crowd had been
primed by two opening acts and two exceedingly long
intermissions.
Artists Mark Chcstnutt and Doug Stone opened for

Alabama. Chestnutl and Stone both have had their
share of number one singles, and Stone is nominated
for a Horizon Award — given yearly to an up-andcoming country artist.
The crowd seemed to enjoy the opening acts, but
the real excitement came when Alabama stepped on
the stage.
After a medley of some of the band's older tunes,
Owen took a minute to thank the people who had
helped them rise from their humble beginnings at The
Bowery in Myrtle Beach, S.C.
During his monologue, several women approached
the stage, handing him roses and scraps of paper with
their phone numbers.
"I want to thank the ushers for being kind and
helping these ladies to the stage," Owen said. "They
are the most important people in our lives.
"Back in the days of The Bowery, and more
importantly, right here in 1991, we want to thank
you for letting us be Alabama."
And Alabama has a history that dates back more

than 20 years. The group began in 1969 when first
cousins Randy Owen and Teddy Gentry teamed up
with a distant cousin, Jeff Cook.
In 1979, drummer Mark Hern don joined the group,
and in 1930, their first RCA single, "Tennessee
River," hit number one on the country charts.
And when the group struck up on "Tennessee
River," cowboy boots stomped the floor, and the
bleachers in the Convo shook to the beat. The group
played to the crowd all evening, changing lyrics in
many of their songs to relate them to Harrisonburg
fans.
Most of the songs were from the earlier part of the
group's career, and Alabama's slower ballads elicited
piercing screams from some of the women in the
audience.
The crowd also enjoyed some of the groups more
recent songs, including "Pass it on Down," "Jukebox
in My Mind" and "Song of the South."
But by far the song that most pleased the crowd
came at the end of the concert when Alabama sang
"Mountain Music."

Speaker recalls role in 'Dances'
by Dan Krotz
stqffwriter
Doris Leader Charge, a Rosebud Sioux who played
Pretty Shield in the film "Dances With Wolves," said
Wednesday the film was her chance to sec the Sioux
in roles they had abandoned 100 years ago.

COURTESY OF UPB

Dori» Leader Charge spoke Saturday.

As one of the few thousand Sioux still fluent in
the Lakota language. Charge was called upon to
translate the script and be a dialect coach for the cast.
She was hesitant, not knowing what a script was and
fearing the way Hollywood portrays American
Indians. But skeptically, she left the reservation and
entered the world of film.
It took the actors three weeks to leam their lines in
the Lakota language. Charge made sure they knew the
language for the sake of authenticity. "They really
have to leam it because they have to learn all of the
actions that go with it," she said. "You can't just
leam a language just to act the part, you have to
know what you're saying."
Costner was a fast learner. "He was a nice, caring,
person, very sincere," she said. Costner later secured
leave for her from a teaching job to allow her a role
in the film. Costner knew her candid playfulness
would look good in front of the camera.
SIOUX page 14

Sophomore Christine Tindall, portraying Tillie, leans o
during a scene in 'Marigolds,' over the weekend.
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Political comic pokes fun at society

§^^31
Entertainment
this
week

by Robert Butler &
Brian BeHorte
staffwriters
He's been on Johnny Carson and on Slar Search,
but comedian Jimmy Tingle's show Thursday night
was a rare opportunity for a mere $3 admission.
The 37-year-old Tingle kept the audience in a
slight roar with an hour-and-45-minute stand-up
routine based on political and social satire of the
world's hypocrisies. He covered such topics as the
Persian Gulf War, censorship, and government
spending.

"If you don't like the 2-Live Crew albums," Tingle
said, "Do yourself a favor and don't buy them."
Throughout his routine, Tingle poked fun at people
who are against freedom of expression.
His remarks were quick, willy, and sometimes
hilarious.
In an interview after the show, which was
sponsored by the UPB, Tingle said he enjoys
performing to college audiences rather than in night
clubs. "College students read," he said, which differs
from the average club or bar-goer, who he says only

COURTESY OF UPB

Jimmy Tingle hails from Boston.
wants to be entertained.
Tingle has just finished a film for PBS on the
topic of censorship titled "Damned in the U.S.A." and
is currently working on other film projects as well.
He has also taped an HBO comedy special and will
soon be appearing at the Comedy Cafe in D.C.

'Marigold's' message successful
by Anne Marriott
staffwriter
From a corner in the room comes a somewhat
muffled voice. In a chair -sits young Tillic, who
instinctively takes over the words as the muffled taped
voice — her voice — trails off.
On the surface, "The Effect of Gamma Rays on
Man-In-the-Moon Marigolds," a portrayal of
complicated familial relationships, seems dark and
depressing. The characters include a terrified woman, a
mentally ill daughter, an abandoned mother and a
stifled child.

GENE CHUNELU/THE BREEZE

is over Freshman Taunya Martin, playing Ruth

But despite the depressing nature of the script, the
acting is powerful and successful.
Sophomore Shannon Collins' performance as
Beatrice, the mother, is outstanding. Collins projects
her voice to the point where her shrills of aggravation
send deathly chills down the spines of the audience.
Perhaps the most frigid moment in the play comes
when Collins sits alone on the couch, sulking in selfpity.
Her ability to maintain the cold, icy stare of a
mother in pain lasts throughout the rest of the play.

Complimenting Collins' performance is freshman
Taunya Martin, playing the older daughter, Ruth. At
first, her character adds humor to an otherwise dismal
play. Then, as the play continues, the humorous
aspect of Ruth is lost as the audience feels
overwhelming pity for the emotional girl. Trapped by
nightmares, Ruth becomes unable to function as a
complete person.
In one revealing scene, Ruth, haunted by a
nightmare, is comforted by the ordinarily selfish
Beatrice. As the two women sit telling stories about
days past, the play shows a rare glimpse at love, a
scarce commodity among these characters. But there
arc few other instances of family bonding.
Of all the characters, the one with whom the
audience can most identify is Tillic, a girl struggling
through adolescence, performed by sophomore
Christine Tindall. Tillie's confusion, fell by many
teenagers, lies in the struggle between loyally to her
mother versus loyalty to herself. In the end, she
obviously discovers the importance of self-happiness.
Tillie blossoms during the course of the play, the
strength of her voice increasing to symbolically
represent the strength of her character.
Overall, the mood of "The Effect of Gamma Rays
on Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds" is dark. But the
performers, under direction of Ken Gibson,
successfully carry the play.
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DRIVE THROUGH THE

Remember Parents Day
October 5th

Order early to avoid the rush.
Corsages, Boutonnieres & Roses

433-7789
*

■

•

Valley Center
243 NeffAve.
(Behind Valley Mall)

Sioux.
CONTINUED from page 12

"Previous films always had us
portrayed as savages — we scalped
people just for the fun of it," Charge
said. "But if somebody was taking
your homeland, you'd fight for it loo."
Charge's community feels "Dances
With Wolves" finally portrays the
Sioux as a caring, proud people with
strong ties.
During the filming, Charge was
thrilled to see the members of her
reservation assume roles they had
abandoned 100 years before. She
witnessed, for the first lime, young
men riding bare-backed into a
stampeding herd of buffalo.
But it was the scenes of common
Sioux life that affected her the most.
Charge said that watching her people
in the village "made her want to go
back and live like that Because if you

Hours
1(^6 /M-K
lO-5/Sat
■«f*m-'..».c..d; VJP-S?,? OISC#VI«

EAT SMART

p/f#Ar
M.S. A. •
FREE APPLE PIE
with the purchase of a sandwich at regular price!
No Limited Quantities

^

. _ _ _ No Coupons Necessary

ALSO

A

<£T Fife 1/4 lb. * HAMBURGERS for$3.99+tii 7^

>^

Anvtime!
Available Anytime!

•net weight before cooking

910 RESERVOIR ST.

(2333)
£221 432-BEEF (2333

VIDEO WORlJy
In 48 hours, this nuclear device
will prove looks can kill.
Get ready for the fall out.
Eve VIII isn't just hot, she's radioactive—an armed and dangerous android with
enough nuclear power to kill seven million people. When things go wrong on the
trial run, Eve VIII (Rende Soutendijk) goes into battlefield mode. Even worse, she's
reliving the dark memories of her creator. Dr. Eve Simmons (also Rende Soutendijk),
and settling the doctor's old scores. To stop her, the military sends in special agent
Jim McQuade (Gregory Hines). Can he catch this walking time bomb in high heels?

didn't like where you lived all you did
was pick up your teepee and move."
She remains optimistic about the
future of the Sioux nation. She feels
that a strong increase in education for
the young people in the tribe will help
tremendously.
"I'm glad that Kevin finally woke
people up," she said. "We've been here
for 500 years before Columbus and
we'll be here 500 more."

mtustipP
Call Lisa, Christy
or Ian if you
have a clue
on big news.
x6127

news tip?

Kick Off The Fall With A Hot New Video Release.
OPEN 365 DAYS A YEAR — 10am-10pm
HARRISONBURG

Cloverleaf Shopping Center

434-0913

"
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Si LUIS
Spartans slip past
Dukes in 3-2 win
by Patrick Hester
staffwriter
The JMU women's soccer team came up short once
again Saturday afternoon, losing to the Spartans of
University of North Carolina at Greensboro by a
goal, 3-2. Coming off Tuesday's lough 2-1 loss to
Virginia, the 16th ranked Dukes couldn't summon the
momentum they needed Saturday.
Kim Tufts, JMU junior midfielder, said, "we were
not playing to win, we were playing not to lose."
In fact, the Dukes seemed to be in control of the
game, leading the Spartans 2-1 midway through the
second half. But then the depth of the opponent's
bench paid off. A pair of goals by the Spartans
turned the tide in their favor, and they effectively ran
out the clock.
"We played the style we wanted to," UNC-G coach
Jack Poland said following the game. "The last 45
minutes were sheer will."
MATT SCHWABEL/THE BREEZE

Freshman Carrie Blumenthal.

JMU looked strong during the opening minutes of
the game, as freshman Jamie Dykes found the net off

Poland considered his team lucky.
"We were fortunate with our first goal," he said.
The Dukes capitalized in a wild exchange of corner
kicks to take the lead. Reulc had another assist,
passing the ball back to freshman Nikolc Maslovs
who gave JMU a 2-1 advantage by sending a shot
past UNCG goalkeeper Laura Musslcman .
The Spartans made "a few minor adjustments during
halftime," and came into the second half fired up. A
costly hand-ball penalty by a JMU defender gave
UNC-G a penalty shot 20 minutes into the half.
Trade Foels fired the shot past JMU keeper Jennifer
Donaldson to tie the score at two goals apiece. As
time wound down, UNC-G sophomore Kerry Powell

LOSS page 18

Freshmen harriers lead Dukes past VMI
by Dave Holloway
staffwriter
The JMU men's cross country team made the most
of a beautiful afternoon at Purcell Park on Friday,
capturing four of the top five places while trouncing
guest VMI 19-41.
JMU freshman Kevin Schadt, Pennsylvania's
scholastic state champion milcr, finished first,
covering the rolling 3.3 mile course in a blistering
time of 15:43. Schadt took the lead at the two-mile
mark and never looked back. A pack of JMU
freshmen followed not far behind him. With five of
the Dukes' veteran harriers taking the day off, the
contest showcased JMU 's young talent.
Duke's distance coach Pat Henner was pleased with
his youthful squad's effort.
"We did well. We followed our race plan and ran
competitively, especially at the end of the race,"
Henner said.
A trio of JMU freshmen also turned in strong
finishes. Tom Jeffrey, the Hawaii state cross country
champion last fall, finished second, ahead of
teammates David Holliday and Eric Bradley, who
finished fourth and fifth respectively.
Patrick
Thompson of VMI finished third.
Eight-year head coach Bill Walton said that his
athletes train upwards of two and a half hours a day.
In addition to their high mileage distance training, the
runners also lift weights three times a week, and use
early morning pool workouts to recover from the

heavy pounding they sustain on the roads.
Walton said these workouts achieve the program's
goal: "to train good all-around athletes who happen to
be good distance runners."
Among these athletes is an established pack of five
runners. Walton said junior Chris Slraub "has been
the most dominant runner on the squad so far this
year." Straub turned in an impressive performance two
weeks ago at the prestigious Pcnn Stale University
Spiked Shoe Invitational, finishing 13th overall in a
strong field.
Good seasons are also expected of sophomores Jeff
Thompson, Phil Dickenson, Chris Baker and Mall
Holthaus.
The core of veterans will join five or six freshmen
in making the trek to Bucknell for a quad meet in
Lewisburg, Pa. next weekend. Regional power
Bucknell will present a stiff test for the young JMU
harriers. However, Henner is philosophical about his
team's chances.
"We've primarily been racing six or seven
freshmen, four sophomores, and a junior," Henner
said. "I just hope to see continued improvement in
our young team next week."
Looking into the future, Walton aims for the team
to peak in late October, enabling the Dukes to
challenge Old Dominion behind perennial power
William and Mary at the Colonial Athletic
Association meet, and finish the year with a strong
showing among ihc 60 plus East Coast teams at the
IC4A /District II meet in mid-November.

-f.

of a feed by fellow freshman Julie Reulc two minutes
into the half. The Spartans soon answered with a goal
off of a corner kick three minutes later. Brandy
Palmer was the UNCG player credited for the goal
that a JMU defender knocked in.

U MIS WOMMAN/THE BREEZE

Freshman runner Kevin Schadt.

T;
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* College of Business
Copy Center
On-Campus convenience Reductions
Fast Service
Enlargements
Transparencies
Fliers
Resumes
Newsletters
Binding Capabilities
Posters
Fluorescent Paper Convenient Hours

5\W Under fVew Management
• i

Best of American Homemade
Cocking
featuring Southwestern Dishes,
Fresh Seafood, Steaks, d
Homemade Breads & Desserts
"Unparalted Hospitality"
91 IScvih Main St.
(tlcrcBM* from Main Po«J Office)

HOURS:
112 and
Men. - A'a*-

Introducing...

We Accept Flex Accounts!
M-Th 7 am -9 pm
Fri 7 am -8 pm
Sat 9 am -5 pm
Sun 12 pm «6 pm

Located in Room 243 in the
College of Business Building

X3285

THIS WEEKEND
Parents' Weekend

OPEN HOUSE

\

V

t the Commons
Plant a seed to live off campus!

869 Port Republic Road 432-0600
XK.
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Volleyball wins 3rd straight tournament

RLE PHOTO

Sophomore Amber Jaunrubenis (2) and senior Aimee Kozlowski.

by Rob Kaiser
staffwriter
By winning the JMU Invitational
this weekend, the JMU women's
volleyball team completed their
version of horseracing's Triple Crown
— placing first in their past three
tournament appearances.
The Dukes destroyed Delaware and
Davidson on Friday and went on to
defeat a strong East Tennessee Slate
squad (15-5, 8-15, 15-2, 15-7) the
following day.
After taking the first game with
relative case, the tide started to turn
against the Dukes.
"Our passing started slacking of! a
little bit, but the other team really
started to come on," said JMU coach
Mary Harrington.
The Buccaneers won the second
game and jumped out to a 2-0 lead in
the third, but that was as good as it got
for ETSU. From there they watched
the Dukes rattle off 20 unanswered
points in the second and third games
and take control of the contest.
"We knew we had to get off the
defensive and start being aggressive at
the net," Harrington said.
At the same lime, JMU started to
handle the Buccaneers' serve with

i HISII >\ \ni u vc.i i s

greater consistency, getting it into
position for setter Amber Jaunrubenis
to field.
Then Jaunrubenis, who was
eventually named to the AllTournament Team along with
teammate Libby Dean, was able to
distribute the ball more effectively to
the hitlers. Her increased efficiency did
not go unnoticed by Harrington.
"She's making great decisions,"
Harrington said. "She's really gelling
to a lol of balls. Even if they're noi
passed well (lo hcrl, she's making
ihcm hiitablc balls."
The Dukes took the final game and
the tournament while raising their
overall record lo 15-1.
This level of success has even
caught their coach by surprise.
"1 didn't know how confident they
were," she said. "They have a lol of
confidence right now and sometimes
it's almost loo much. You need lo
remind them that we arc beatable."
If this team is beatable ihcy may
find out ihis weekend when Colonial
Alhlclic Association foes William &
Mary, American, and George Mason
come lo town.
VOLLEYBALL page 18
IRISH M ADL BAGLLS

Catering for Parents' Weekend!
COMMUTER STUDENT COUNCIL
WHO IS BOB? BOB is the Center of Off-Campus Living's
Book of Bologna (BOB). This book is full of nifty
information for anybody and everybody at JMU. It includes
sections such as: Tote the Folks, Current Events, General
Information, University Calendar, Get-Aways, and
Housing/Leasing Information. Stop on by the Commuter
Lounge and ask to see BOB.
RETALIATORY ACTION BY THE LANDLORD Virginia Landlord/Tenant Handbook, Section 55 - 248.39.
A landlord may not take retaliatory action against a tenant
by increasing rent, decreasing services, or threatening
eviction or termination of the rental agreement because a
tenant has:
- Complained to a government agency responsible for the
enforcement of housing and fire codes.
- Made a complaint or filed suit against the landlord.
- Organized or become a member of a tenants
organization.
- Testified in court against the landlord.
The landlord can be held liable for actual damages for
taking retaliatory action.
A SPECIAL THANKS TO ALL THE MERCHANTS WHO
DONATED SO GENEROUSLY TO THE CSC AND THE
PROGRAM PRESENTORS WHO MADE COMMUTER
AWARENESS WEEK SUCH A SUCCESS!!!

A Party Bagel
is a must for
the parental
tailgate!
Market Square East
Open 7 Days a Week
564-0416

Parent's Weekend
Special
Chicken Charlie
With potato salad
$3.99
Good All Week • exp. 10/7
IKI SII MADE BAGELS

Catering for
students' needs
I KI SII MADE II \<,I I S
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Loss
CONTINUED frontpage 15

blew by a crowd of JMU defenders and
scored the winning goal with just over
five minutes left in the game.
JMU head coach David Lombardo
was disappointed with the loss and his
team's performance.
"We can play with other teams, but
we're unsure about being able to beat
them," he said.
"We got some earlier success this
season. Now we aren't playing with

heart or intensity. Showing up to a
game and putting on uniforms isn't
enough. Last year it was."
All Poland could say about the
Dukes was, "for a second year team,
they [JMU] arc outstanding!"
UNC-G improved to 7-1 while the
Dukes dropped to 5-3 overall. They
hope to redeem Saturday's loss heading
into this week's games at Maryland on
Thursday, and at home on Saturday
against the University of Cincinnati at
noon on X-lol field.

Harrisonburg Minor Emergency
Medical Center
1356 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
433-3992

Walk-In Clinic • No Appointment Necessary
Open 7 Days AWeek
Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
9am-7pm
SaL
10am-6pm
Sun.
12 pm-6pm

Volleyball
CONTINUED from page 7 7

Harrington said these matches
should "tell us a little more where we
arc going to go. To come in first or
second in the tournaments was a goal
at the beginning of the season. Our
second goal was to win the CAA
championship."
The Dukes' current level of success
in tournament play makes Harrington's
second goal a realistic one. And
according lo co-captain Dean, the team
should continue lo thrive.
"We're playing very consistent right
now and we're upping out level with
every tournament," she said. "It's
incredible! I've never played on a team
like this before in my life!"

~*3 COME FEEL »i

5&°^ Christmas Sleigh
COLLECTIBLES
FREE LAYAWAY
Snowbabies, Tom Clark Gnomes,
David Winter, Byers' Choice Carolers,
Dept. 56

Showcase of Villages
No Pole, Dickens, New England,
Alpine, Christmas in City, Snow Village
Open Mon-Sat 10-9
directly behind
Valley Mall

Kdth CrQjt 6b STRIKE FORCE, a group of internationally
known athletes who perform amazing feats of strength such as those
seen on "Wide World of Sports", "The World's Strongest Man" Contest
and ABC's "World News Tonight".
• Keith Craft, the leader of STRIKE FORCE, has broken out of over
1,000 pair of police handcuffs and holds a record for crushing 8 ft. of
concrete with one blow from his arms.
* See STRIKE FORCE do other amazing feats such as:
4 stacks of concrete crushed as they burst into flames
10 feet of ice crushed with a blow from the head
Hot water bottle exploded with lung power
Incredible amounts of weight lifted
Telephone books ripped in half
plus more...

vA-i

ROWE POTTERY
MIDDLETON DOLLS

LANG CALENDARS
Braided Rugs • Candles
CRAFTS • GIFTS

>* Christmas Sleigh
Store #2

%V>'

OPEN MON-SAT 10-6
Comer Rt. 42 &
South Ave.

G

Itye STRIKE FORCE

OCTOBER 6-9
7-9PM
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
MONDAY, OCTOBER 7 12NOON JMU COMMONS AREA
For More Information, Call Word Ministries 433-WORD
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SPORTSHIGHUGHTS
International students'
soccer league formed
A new soccer league for international JMU
students is being organized. International
students from JMU will challenge international
students at EMC to a game of soccer at EMC's
turf field at a date to be announced.
JMU's captain is Sven Varhaugvik, a
sophomore from Norway. Interested
international JMU students should call him at
564-1246.

STAT OF ThE DAY
Williams throws 307
yards for career high
JMU quarterback Eriq Williams threw for 4
touchdowns and 307 yards, and ran for a gamewinning conversion Saturday, surpassing his
old record of 211 yards. His accomplishment is
the second best at JMU. The record is 345 yards,
thrown by Tom Bowles in 1981 at W&M.
Williams was named ECAC co-offensive
player of the week for his achievements
Saturday.

SPOR1SWEEKEND
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30,1991

JMU Results
FOOTBALL
JMU—William & Mary statistics
JMU (3-1)
W&M (2-2)

7
7

6 16 -29
14 0—28

First Quarter
JMU—McLcod 72 pass from
Williams (Granu/./.o kick) 11:51.
W&M— Green 3 run (Dawson kick)
12:45.
Second Quarter
W&M— Locke 10 pass from Hakcl
(Dawson kick) 11:59.
Third Quarter
JMU— Archer 25 pass from
Williams (kick failed) 9:55.
W&M— Locke 35 from Hakel
(Dawson kick) 7:52; Hakcl 1 run
(Dawson kick) 0:48.
Fourth Quarter
JMU— Hayes 41 yards from
Williams (Sparksman run) 10:58;
McLeod 30 yards from Williams
(Williams run) 0:31.
JMU
W&M
First Downs
17
22
Rushes-yards
38-133 46-222

Passing-yards
Comp-Att-Int
Return Yards
Punts-avg
Fumbles-lost
Penalties-yards
Time of Poss.
A-15,371.

307
14-25-2
14
4-44.8
4-2
5-28
27:37

207
19-39-1
5
6-37.2
2-0
4-50
32:23

Sat., Sept. 28 at Emtnitsburg, Md.
1
0

2—3
0—0

GOALS—JMU: Satchel! 7:14,
Bennett 46:20, Davls 89:17.
SHOTS—JMU: 13: Mount St.
Mary's: 3.
ASSISTS— none
SAVES— JMU: O'Carroll 1; Mount
St. Mary's Hollcran 3, Hcpperlin 2.

LY
Saturday, Sept. 28
2
1

JMU
UNC-G

FIELD HOCKEY
Saturday. Sept. 28

MEN'S SOCCER

JMU
Mount St Mary's

5:37, Foels 69:29. Powell 84:63.
SHOTS—JMU: 9. UNC-G 8.
ASSISTS— JMU: Rcule 2.
SAVES— JMU: Donaldson 3, Carr
2; UNC-G: Musselman 7.

0—2
2—3

GOALS—JMU: Dykes 2:20,
Maslovs 21:55; UNC-G: (own goal)

JMU
William & Mary

0
0

2—2

GOALS— JMU: Heffcman 42:18,
Hoke 46:29; W&M: Oric47:18.
SHOTS— JMU: 9; W&M: 9.
ASSISTS— JMU: Owen 2; W&M:
McGravey.
SAVES— JMU: Colbert 6; W&M:
Thranhardt 3.

mammmsm

Saturday, Sept. 28 at Old Tavern, Va.
Moving Comfort Invitational

Team Scoring:
l.JMU
2. Duke
3. Maryland
4. Mount St. Mary's
5. George Mason
6. West Chester
7. Howard

34
66
70
83
123
161
191

MAKE THE PERFECT CALL
DON'T MISS A MINUTE OF
THE GAME...
CALL NOW!

*>%#K(,.«l$l

433-3776 f*-^
• •*•

Limited Delivery Area

"haffV

I

any large |

JWJ%2*

FOUR
■ FOUR one item , FOUR big 12 inch !| Kg
I STAR pizza and ■ STAR subs and
I PIZZA four 16oz. I HZZA two 16oz. | PIZZA
m
drinks
OS
drinks

JL

any

ar9e

one litem
pizza

any two
I FOUR large one Hem
STAR
pizzas

I BBS
nma

and four

16oz. drinks
U_-r-i —— — -
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Attention Faculty and Staff
^, KIDS KORNER
213 Main St.. Dayton
Mon.-Thur*. i Sat 9-5

Frl.9-8

Sewing The Best Seafood & Steak In The Valley

Carrying All Major Brands
of Children's Clothing At A
Discount:

Chu-Chu's Is Now Accepting
Reservations for Parents' weekend

Health-Tex
Levl
Laa
OahKosh

Call 564-1493 • Thurs., Fit, Sat., All You Can Eat Seafood

Open 7 Days a Week for Lunch and Dinner

Exotic Drinks! • Banquet Facilities Available
Mon.-Thurs. llam-2pm & 4pm-9:30pm • Fri. llam-2pm & 4pm-10:30pm
Sat. 12noon-10:30pm • Sun. I2noon-9:30pm

10% discount with JMU I.D.

•

Spumonl
Pacific Trail
Good Lad
Weather Tamer
Carter*

Bryan
Eaglea Eya
Dockers
Little Me
Hartatringa
Buster Brown
Sarah Kant
and many more

Great Selection and Great Prices

call 564-1963

10% off with thl* ad In KM* Kornor Clothing, Shorn; or Lady'*
Loft. Mot good with any othmr *al*.

sportstip
Call Greg or
Lynne if you
have a clue

on sports news.
x6127

sportstip?
Allied Health
Professionals &
Administrators

future that soars.
Plan a fu
Take your sciencerelated degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grow
faster-you'll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.
In short, you'll gain more of everything that matters most to you. You
and the Air Force. Launch now-call
W

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

Book Fair
Don't miss the largest selection of books
and book lovers in the Mid-Atlantic area.

Over 250,000 New Books
All at 60% - 90% off retail
Featuring current Best Sellers, Reference,
History, Literature, Fiction, Children's,
Cookbooks, Sciences, plus all other subjects.

TWO
WEEKENDS
ONLY
SAT.. OCTOBER 5
(9 A.M. - 9 P.M.)
SAT, OCTOBER 12
SUN.. OCTOBER 6 (12 NOON-5 P.M.) SUN.. OCTOBER 13

Coasts #1 Book Cle
Onlyll/2
■ fttft

fc

(703) 434 - 4260
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THE FAR SIDE/Gary k™>"

CALVIN & HOBBES/M/ Watterson
THE MIENS AfiLGMmNQ,
OK CUR. UER&! IN A.
SURPRISE. NONE. SPACEMAN
SPtfT SWHS INTO REVERSE!

THE AUENS ROtfi AHEAD!

...BUT THE. AUENS HME TOWED

SPIFF SHIFTS BAKK WTO
FORWARD, AND PORSUES
TUE ALIENS;

wo AHL HEADED
STRAIGHT FOR OJR HBfe.'
SPIFF SHIFTS INTO RE<ERSE!

( 1'W GETTING SICK.

ARGUND

J

<B8*»*t

TEL* THIS ISNT
A SPITBALL.^

?•«

U0B8ES, GWOC.'

MM

w i swr/A.

STEER INTO A. QRWQDBNBMM ANDFRLDONN!

SKWMCH.'

!

"Boy, that's good. But ft imoroiiing, Bob..
Do you Ihlnk everybody s mother make*
■ different kind of potato bug salad?"

*BB*

THW WAS CMU
A3JSGESnoi.

of a lazy river

CAMPUS UFE/ChrisDeCarb
Tfe CP COVER VICTURESA
flOW OP-SlATUtS OP NJPE
MALES. IT taAS WELBflbED wcm«*J
A Woafin M fieBW-COMWES-

.

tOT M1EU&,

<*M* ottOXRXM
aew sanfe.

Oft WE S«t
GBUfo' IN

weaves?

«M*«

ABMWKTLV.
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ike

•X

NEW LOCATION
Rt 33 East • 1550 E. Market St.

Mountain Bike
Sale At tow at
$239.00

I Breeze

by Wilderness Voyagers
Sheraton Access Rd.

f^

"gS^T KRYPTDIMITE- ^

ARollerblade "S^f?

SPECIALIZED %

news tip?
I'he first forty of these bundle^fl

Call Lisa, Christy
or Ian if you
have a clue
on big news.

price of a Maci

M

tion — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA Serve your country
while you serve your career.

alue) and save up to $468 off the purchase
To order or for more information contact:

m
&

w

.ore at 568-3989

PEtfd Macintosh LC Features

#w Reads files from DOS disks

news tip?

Enh
Enter the Air Force
y/B^
liately after gradua^^ immedia

obkstore between Aug. 1 and Sept. 15 will

receive a free Soft PC* 2 A\ ,Q'" -N^

x6127

1992 BSN
STUDENTS,

~

r

BPwith A0B keyboard,
rphone, and Macintosh 12"
RGB Display

MU Computer
Program

• Saves files to DOS disks
• Formats DOS disks
• Copies DOS files to MacDrive
• Easy connection to VAX"
• 256 Colors on 12" Monitor
• 386sx performance
With SoftPC 2.0
• Get a 640K 286 PC
• Run DOS Programs

f

360 dot-per-inch thermal ink-jet
printer with tour TrueType® font
families

Bundle 1
• M0M2U./A

568-3989

JIHU

~^- -

•M0297l.iyA
• D0438LL/A

Macloiosh I.C-10 megabyte hard drivc-2 mcgal)ylcs of RAM.
Includes mouse, microphone, HyperCard*, and System 7.0 Apple
Keyboard
Macintosh 12" RGB Display

SlylcWritcr Printer w/Accessory Kit & Ink CartridgeRAM Upgrade bf 2 megabytes for a total of-f megabytes

Special Back to School Pricing $2,159 for a savings of $373
4 5% VA Sales Tax not included
Suggested Retail F*icc 53,922

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COLLECT
(804) 276-0459

•«ORcr»'

«

Apple Computer, Inc.
Apple, the Apple logo. Macintosh
.ml SlylcWrilcr in: registered
trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
I rucTypc is i trademark of Apple
Cimpuicr, Inc HyperCard ii a
registered trademark of Apple
Computer, Inc. licensed to Clans
Corporation. SoftPC is a registered
'.rademark of Insignia Solutions Inc.
VAX '"u. trademark of Digital
ICquipmenl Corporation.

Regular JMU price $2,532

Bundle 2
• MO-142I.LA
•M0116

•M029''I.I-/A
•B0.38LIVA

Macintosh LC-dO megabyte hard drivc-'i megabytes of RAM., 512K
VRAM. Includes mouse, microphone, HyperCard, and System 7.0
Apple Keyboard
Macintosh 12" RGB Display
Styled'-iicr Printer w/Accessory Kit & Ink Cartridge

Special Back to School Pricing $2,399 for a savings of $468
4.5% VA Sales Tax not included
Suggested Retail Price $4,326

Regular JMU price $2,867
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Classifieds
i Wanted to rant room in large house
near campus. Spring Mi summer 12. Cool
house, cool roommatei. $191.432-5560
Untversky Mm - 4 Bfl, 2 bath, luly
furnished W/D, AX. cat*, great condiion.
$160 per BR. Avalabte immodtfery. Call
collect (703) 670-0523.

Spring Leases Available
Or Move In Today
$210-$215/month
Fully furnished
Walk to campus
Call today!
Col dwell Banker
434-1173
Townhouse Foe Rant - 3 BR. 2-1/2 bath,
cbat waft to campus. Prater graduate
Sudani. No pels, length of lease negotiable.
432-8008

Foolproof Fundralalng - For your fraternity,
sorority, learn or other campus organization.
Absolutely no investment required! Act now
for the chance to win a Caribbean cruise and
labutous prizesl Cal (800) 950-8472. ext. SO.

WTftFWNP
Reward - Lost Tues. Sept 24 at JMs Pub &
DeMAnoKa Zoom Lens Camera with roll film.
Separate reward tor camera ft film. No
questions asked. Flm is very special Please
cal 433-6924 & leave message, or send to
916 Vine St.. Harrisonburg.
Leal - Gold necklace, Godwin Hal. $50
reward Justine, 433-6748.
Lost - Teardrop shaped earring. Aquamarine
with gold & silver trim. x7019
Lost - Gold-framed glasses in a brown case.
Calx4983.
Lost - Gold bracelet lost Thurs.. 9/19. near
Forest Hills or Green House. Please call
564-1442 if found.
Loat! - 2 AO sweatshirts al Bid Celebration.
CalCalhyW..x4307.

-lail'lL*^

F«naw - Room tor rant Includes ulMies.
Great roommates. Furnished. 433-1758

Terrific Typist - Fast, accurate, rush jobs,
near JMU, cal 434-4332.

Madiaon Square - Move in todayl Furnished
room. Month-to-month leas*. $150. No petsl
Cal Eric or Suzanne, 434-1876. days.

Karate lor Men ft Women - Class size
limited, 2 free classes per person. Won. ft
Wed. 7-930 pm. Wresting room, Godwin
Hal. Head Instructor-Jim Coffman. 5th
degree Black Bel. Cal 434-8824

FDR SALE
Spinet-Console
Piano
Bargain
Response* parly to make low monthly
payments on piano. Can be seen bcaly. Call
Mr. While at (800) 327-3345. etf. 101.
King-She Watorbed, Irame, mattress,
heater. 3 sets sheets. $100. Can 289-6221.

HELP WANTED
Frw Travel, Cash, ft Excellent Business
Experience! Openings available lor individuals
or student organizations to promote the
country's most successful spring break lours.
Cal Inter Campus Programs. (800) 327-6013.

Drink Bottled Water? Enjoy al the bottled
quality water you can for one week. free. For
more inlormation, call Jordan, 432-5577.
Horseback Riding - 20 mm. from
Harrisonburg. Lessons ft trails. Guided by
qualified instructors. You wll enjoy safe
dependable horses. For appt. ft details, cal
Oak Manor Farms, (703) 234-8101.

Waitresses Wanted - Jan's Lunch ft Gut*
Tavema Al shirts. Apply in person at Jess's
Lunch. 22 S. Main St. downtown.

DJs For Hire - Great party entertainment!
Professional OJ since 1985. Special colege
rales' Lights/smoke available. Cal National
DJs. 433-0360.

Wanted - Sitter, with car, lor some weekday
morning hours. 879-9518
Have Opportunity for experienced rider to
exercise horses. Cal Oak Hanoi Farms.
(703)234-8101.
Women's Basketball Manager needed tor
1991-1992 season. Please cal Jeanine
Reynolds, x6829, asap.
BusiriMsAlBrketing Metors Need a challenge? Earn up to 12500/lerm
managing creek card promotions on campus.
Fieri* hours. Cal (800) 950-8472, ext. 25.
wanted - Students ft/or staff interest ed in
learning how to belay k tacstast Adventure
Initiative Ropes Course. Cost it $50 for
training. **h potential tor part-time income
one* ouafhad. Contact Camp Horizons al
89B-7900.

Mon., Sept. 30,7:30 pm
PC Ballroom
Songs of faith & justice
Sponsored by
The Wesley Foundation
At Last the Bee wil funk the burg. Ant Man
Bee opens for our lavorse local lunksrs Wed.
night. I we lunk, we wi be there.
Gnat Mess ft Quality! DJR Custom
Imprints. 66 E. Market St. 5644555.
Master Bartending Academy
Learn how to mix drinks lor
yourself & your friends.
All students eligible
Classes conveniently located
en campus.
Cal 568-2050 'Off-campus T
Congrats to Fal IAI Pledges: Brooke Dezio.
Beverly Wade, Kara Johnson, Stephanie
Belchor, Nancy Labugen. Knsten Snyder ft
Krislen Hoffman.
Men's Lacrosse Meeting - Wed. Oct. 2,
WCC Valley Room. 7 pm. Questions? Call
Greg. 564-0874 or Bill. 433-9965. Bring
checkbooks.

International Affairs Assoc. meeting. Wed..
Oct. 2,6O0, ABegheny Room

$500 Reward
For positive information on
who broke into the Ouick Stop
in Port Republic early morning
of Sept. 21.
Also, please contact me If you
have knowledge of anyone
with a targe quantity of
cigarettes.
Contact Jacky Hildebrand at
the Quick Stop, 249-5426, or
the Sheriff's Department.
For 2 Weeks - Sept. 30-Oct. 11. Underclass
Yearbook photos will be taken. Anthony
Seeger, 216, 9 am-5 pm. Sign up a same
place just prior to photo.
Don't Be Lazy.
Go gel your picture taken.
Your Yearbook is free, so make
sure you're in ill
Anthony- Seeger. 216
Now-Oct. 11,9—1 8 pill
Sign up just before photo.
Adoption - Loving couple unable to have
children wishes to adopt an infant. Cal Tom
or Judy collect, (703) 534-2033.
Kara - Are you making a habri of this? I love
youl Good luck - your Junior Sis.

Only 6 More Days until AXU's 2nd Annual
Frisbee Flingl
Experience Is Her Tool. President is her
goal Mary Beth Goodman is the best choice
lor the Class of 1995.
Free Spring Break Trips
to students
or student organizations.
promoting our
spring break packages.
Good pay & fun.
Call CMI. (800) 423-5264
Alcohol Policy - Does this affect you? Walch
Channel 43 at 3 pm
Make My Funk The Bee Funk - Ant Man
Bee. I wants my lunk uncut. Wed. night.
Sophomores
Pick Up Your Ring Committee
Applications
at the WCC Info Desk
Due: Friday, Oct 4, by 5 pm
in Bookstore Office.
Rho Chi's! We Missed you. welcome
back to your lamty"
AU

Free Apple PM With regular-priced sandwich
at Burger Park!
X0> - Let's go north of the border again!
Love. OX
French Market Cafe ft Bakery - The
"meeting place' in Harrisonburg. A quaint cafe
featuring breads ft pastries, soups ft salads,
custom sandwiches, deserts, etc. 30 W.
Water St., 434-2253.

7K£

mLLEU FELLOWS

PRESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

Get Your Dorm/Apt. Reedy lor Parent's
Weekend. Maid services. Call Mary,
432-0127. Hourly rales available.
Allergy Sufferers - Have trouble sleeping or
studying? Try a Iree week (rial with our
environmental air unit. Contact Jordan.
432-5577.

Person With Truck to do light hauling.
234-8317

Hear folksingers
Jim Hewitt
&
Brooke Willson

Workshop - Discover how to manage your
weight through positive llestyle changes. Call
the Health Center. x6!77. First of a 4-part
series. Begins Oct. 3.330-430.

Resume Services - Creating, organizing,
editing. Reasonable lee. Call Stephanie,
432-1242.

Travel Sabs Representatives - STS. the
leader in collegiate travel needs motivated
indrviduals ft groups to promote winter/spring
break trips. For kilo call Student Travel
Services. Ithaca. NY at (800) 648-4849.

Attention - Excelent income for home
assembly work (504) 646-1700, Depf. P4806.

Some Time To Dream

PERSONALS
Haw You Eaten at Burger Park lately? Under
new management.
LAI ft <t>MA present an American musicals,
Mon. Oct. 7, 8 pm, Anthony-Seeger.
Don't let your classmates forget
you-get your picture taken for the
Yearbook!
Underclass photos now-Oct. 11
Anthony-Seeger. 216,9-5
Sign up prior to picture.

ACT-We are psyched lor a great semester!
Love.AO).

Vote Vote Vote
Freshman Class
Officer Elections
Oct 1,9-5
Grafton-Stovall
Vote Vote Vote

• Miller Fellows positions will be available in the following offices:
President
Senior Vice President
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Vice President for Advancement
Vice President for Sponsored Research and External Programs
Vice President for Student Affairs
Athletic Director
• Educational Objectives: To provide an opportunity for students to
learn about higher education administration and to gain "hands-on"
experience by working directly with a senior level administrator.
• Fellows will serve for two semesters: Spring and Fall, 1992
• Fellows will work an average of 10 hours a week for each semester.
In addition, all of the Miller Fellows will meet together one hour each
week to discuss various topics and share experiences. These common
experiences will include discussions with the President, members of
the Administrative Council, a member of the Board of Visitors and the
Speaker of the Faculty Senate. The Assistant to the President will
coordinate and serve as the facilitator for the common experiences.
• Remuneration: $500 per semester
• Academic credit: 3 hours of elective credit per semester
• Qualifications: 2.5 GPA minimum, current Junior or Senior (if
graduating after the fall semester, 1992.)
• Application Procedures: A completed (typed) application and three
letters of reference (at least one from a JMU faculty member) will be
due in Wilson 206 on or before Friday, October 18, 1991. Interviews
with finalists will be conducted in early November with selection
announced by Thanksgiving.
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Tired of the Same Old Cheeseburger?

The Best Pizza in Town ... Hmut

Then Taste What We 've Done!

BUFFET
AVAILABLE
DAILY

FEATURING ALL YOU CAN EAT ...

IMX)AM-2O0RM:$3.99
5:30 PM-8:30 PM: $4.29

•24 Item Salad Bar
• Rotini, Spaghetti, Sauce (with and without meal)
•All your favorite Original and Pan Perfect Crust Pizzas

433-0606

Delivery: 11 AM - 1 AM Sunday - Thursday
$

6

$

7

11 AM - 2 AM Friday & Saturday
$

8

$

9

ONE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 FREE DRINKS

THREE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 FREE DRINKS

ONE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 FREE DRINKS

THREE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 FREE DRINKS

Original orPan Perfect

Original or Pan Perfect

Original Only

Original Only

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

